SEER Machining Cost Estimator
®

Machining Part Estimates Inside CATIA
SEER
project
estimation
and
management solutions improve
success
rates
on
complex
development projects. Based on
sophisticated modeling technology
and extensive knowledge bases,
SEER solutions help enterprises
assess up-front project feasibility,
optimize
project
costs
and
schedules, and assess risks and
probabilities to achieve successful
project outcomes.
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ABOUT GALORATH
Galorath Incorporated has invested more

ON TIME. ON TARGET.


than two decades developing solutions to
help government and commercial
organizations plan and manage complex

rework), material, and tooling costs.


Update and refresh estimates as the design matures through the
manufacturing preparation design phase.

projects. SEER solutions combine an
intuitive interface, extensive project-

Create detailed part cost estimates for labor (setup, direct, inspection,
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SEER solutions are employed by
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thousands of users worldwide in

Fully customizable knowledge base templates and rules to fit your
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to obtain a rapid and powerful view of
the critical factors driving program
decisions and success.

Publish estimates as SEER cost models to be shared with SEER users



CATIA users can review the estimate, even if Machining Cost Estimator
and/or SEER are not installed.
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